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Kung fu panda turtle blowing out candles

After Go To Shifu still looks at you while stealing Po's dumplings.. Opening Dream Sequence: Master Monkey: We have to hang. Legendary Warrior: Agreed. The whole scene-Narm Charm is at its finest. Ping says that when Po knows the Secret Ingredient in The Secret Ingredient of Pasta Soup, After
will take over the restaurant as Mr. Ping made a game from his father, who took over him from his father, who won it from a friend in mahjong. I love Kung Fuuuu...! A candle-blowing scene. Oogway has something important to say Shifu, but decides to start blowing candles from ... One... By... One. The
only thing funnier than Oogway seems to be preparing to continue talking only to keep blowing them up should be Shifu's understandably annoying expression. Finally, Shifu uses his kung fu to blow them all. Oogway looks a little surprised and unhappy (and if you listen carefully, it blows again). Soon
after, Shifu and Oogway are considering who will get Dragon Scroll: Shifu: But what? What is worth being entrusted with the secret of limitless power? Become... Dragon warrior? (beat) Oogway: I don't know. On his first day of training, Po offers to start with exercises suitable for its level, such as zero
level; Shifu says there is no such thing. Later, Shifu gives an assessment of Po's completely un-awesome displaynote Read: How his ass handed him a training dummy/doorstopper... which moves it into increasingly painful training equipment, the culmination of which is flooring made entirely of
flamethrowers: Now there is zero level. After smashing the urn of whispering warriors, the assembled souls moan every time Po pushed the pieces. Acupuncture scene. When Po suddenly makes a strange face of Tigress:Tigress: OH, that is! (preparing to strike only to stop mantis) Mantis: WAIT! It's my
fault! I accidentally tweak my facial nerve! (After falling to the floor, reveals that Mantis stuck at least a hundred acupuncture needles in his back.) Mantis: And you can... also stopped his heart. After a simple excuse to get a cookie is priceless, as well as how surprised Shifu. It's also an awesome moment,
given that Po punched and kicked through wooden cabinets and drawers, moving pretty agile for food. Don't tell the Monkey. It's even more entertaining credit scenes; The monkey looks at its almond cookies in a jar and finds them missing, and Po is not, with a cookie in hand! A little where Mantis tries to
hold the bridge ropes himself. By the time of the infuriated five fights with This Lung, he's already heard about Dragon Warrior through hearsay and rumors that clearly there is either an obvious exaggeration or It's Lung's blatantly misinterpretation of stories that po sound awesome than it actually is at the
moment. It's lungs: I heard how he fell out of the sky with a ball of fire that he was a warrior unlike any in the world ever seen. (imitating Shifu) You will never be a Dragon Warrior unless you lose 500 pounds and brush your teeth! After The Post continued his impression with the unamused Shifu standing
right behind him. Ooohoohooohhh! My suggestions! After telling his father: Honestly, sometimes I can't believe I'm actually your son... immediately after the Post, I think it's time I told you what I had to say to you a long time ago ... Secret Ingredient of My Secret Ingredients Soup!. From Shifu: (eyes closed)
panda, we did not wash our pits in a pool of sacred tears. Stick fight. Awesome part? The whole scene is a reference to the old Jackie Chan movie. At first Shifu stylishly twirls both his sticks. After? He just put them together. And at the end (after all the effort after going into trying to get dumplings...) :P: I'm
not hungry... Master. Skadoosh. It's not your destiny to defeat This Lung! It's his! (points dramatically into the empty space where Po stood) Where should he go? (cut into Po running away, screaming like a little girl) There are many reputable kung fu artifacts in the soldiers' hall, but some things border on
funny: Heroes of the Sword! Said so sharp you can cut yourself just looking-ow! Also invisible trident fate! Note Of course, the added joke is that since Po never touches trident, there is nothing to suggest that someone is actually there at all or that there has ever been. I saw only paintings that painting ...
note funnier, if you realize that back in the old days, the only way to make a copy of the painting was ... paint a picture of it. That's right, fake was previously an acceptable occupation before the invention of photography. At the very end, Shifu thanks After for bringing peace to the valley as well as him
before he begins to slowly close his eyes: After: No NO! Don't die, Master Shifu! Please! Shifu: (suddenly opens my eyes) I don't die, idiot! Oh, Dragon Warrior. I'm just peaceful. Finally. After: O. So... I should... stop talking? After: O. 'Kay. (long beat) Want to eat something? Shifu (with a long suffering
sigh): Yah. Especially with the way his eyes go wide open, which means that Shifu's is also a Big Eater. After the climax of this lung fight is a moment awesome combination and this: At the beginning of the fight, This Lung mocks asking After What are you going to do to the big guy? Sit on me? Which is
exactly what he does with it, and both fall down the palace stairs. After That, After Revealing Dragon Scroll, and Taunts It's a Lung (Want To? Come and get it!). Cue This Lung Sucking Punching Po and Taking Scrolling... just after bouncing back from the pillar and stomach punting it's lung. This lung
reaction (shaking the head in disbelief) also counts. After the beginning of this lung fight, when Po makes a mocking-taunt-face towards It's Lung while making funny Bruce Lee Noises. This lung then starts running towards Po in. Cue After Getting Oh, Crap! face, then turn to run while shouting in slow
motion, whoa! When they fall down the stairs, at one point Po descends into the tree. Then he uses it to his advantage, the getaway tree hit this lung, which can't be avoided because it was midair. Call-back to the stick fight from the past: After being on the stilts, This Lung is below it, and Dragon Scroll is
among them. This lung is about to grab him when After throws a wok at Tai Lung's face, knocks over a basket full of woks and other cooking utensils and hides it under one with stilts, then starts switching them around in a dazzling fast shell game. Then it's lung just up and cheats by making a pound of
earth that tosses all the dishes into the air at once. The post's dismayed reaction to this is ridiculous enough for all of its own. This lung then tries to fight off After getting into the scroll, but the Post on stilts proves that there is a big obstacle to him because Po is constantly hindering his movement. When
This Lung cheats again shoving stilts aside, The Post falls on it. While chasing scrolling (which is nothing but a long series of awesome and funny moments, often both at the same time) at one point it gets stuck in a high place, so Po imagines it as a giant cookie to reach it. This lung reaction sells it: It's
lung: scrolling gives him power! No! This lung kicks the building scroll stuck down, hoping to cut the post with it. This ends up biting it in the tail when Po's frantic climbing sends a few roof tiles loose and they hit This Lung in the face. This Lung Hits After With Nerve Strike Attack Thingy and Heels Over...
just start laughing when Tai Lung keeps punching him. Stop it! I'm going to be celebrating! No! Soon after, This Lung sends a punch to Po straight into his abdomen as he stood up. Cue After keeling back, then rebounding and double punting It's Lung, sending him flying. After tricks it's lung to chew your
tail. Cue adorable kitten creaking. If you pay attention to the Post facial expressions during the part where Tai Lung is ranting about After there is no true dragon warrior when Tai Lung calls after the Big Fat Panda, After the face falls from mild annoyance to deadpan frustration. This is a lung reaction to the
Post using Wuxi Finger Hold.It's Lung: *gasp* Wuxi Finger Hold! After: *smirks* And you know it's to have? It's lungs: * scared * You bluff... You bluff! Shifu didn't teach you that! After: Nope. * It's lung smiling nervously * After: I realized that. * It lung stars complete in disbelief, then winces in preparation for
what happens next * After: *flexes pinky* Skadoosh. From tie-in video game: Po is hopelessly lost in the wilderness while trying to return to Jade Palace. He comes across this lung secret training lot and comes across this lung himself (either him or the illusion, it's not clear). It's lungs: Why did you come to
my training ground? After: Your tr- tr- Oh ... It's lungs: WHY!? After: I ca-came cookies? It's Lung staring at him for Then shoves him off the platform they stand on. There's a little near the end of this Lung prison break. No dialogue, but it's still too funny for words. Commander Vachiras: (growls)It's Lung:
(growls)Zeng: (frightened duck squawk) This lung's sheer disbelief After being favored. When Po and others first learn that Dragon Scroll has nothing but a reflective surface, The Post tries to show it to Shifu. Shifu begins to refuse, claiming that he is not allowed to look at him - and then seconds later, he
tears him out of Po's arms and looks at him, opening and closing him a couple of times to make sure he doesn't see things. This lung later does the same thing, as if he checks the next page. Easy to miss one: too big WHAT?! sequence after Po is named Dragon Warrior, the last person we showed is Mr.
Ping, who used to be outside the arena. So how did he come in? He opened the door. This means that all that work After did to get into the arena was completely unnecessary. When p. Ping tells Po about the secret ingredient of his secret ingredient in soup, it starts with There's something I've had to tell
you a long time ago, which is the same line that he says when talking about finding a Post sequel. There are two things that can mean. Yes, he was going to tell his son about his adoption, but he left at the last minute. Or B, he treats his Secret Ingredient soup with the same seriousness as he does on the
subject of his son's adoption. Master Oogway on Po was chosen as Dragon Warrior: No Accidents. Shifu: Yes, I know. You have already said that. Twice. Oogway: Well, it wasn't a coincidence, either! Shifu: (muttering) Three times. Shifu and five, having found their bed empty, are sure to finally get rid of
Po, then they open the entrance to Jade Palace and are satisfied with Po assitu, trying to get into the cleavage. After Crane helps Po from split:Po: Thanks.Crane: Don't mention it. After: No, really I appreciate ... Crane: Ever. Shifu then demonstrates the effort of the year needed to master the kung fu
having tigress big jump and kick two places in mid-air. Tigress quickly struted off, fully convinced she had put Po in her place. After however there is only elation fanboy mode all the time, even if the remaining debris fails on its head. Then he slowly tries to shave part of it behind his back. Shifu: Put that
down! The only souvenirs we collect here are bloody buckles and broken bones. A rhino guard put his hand through his mouth after he accidentally shoots this lung wrist restraint. Double as Oh, Crap! Moment. When master Oogway is gently remonstrating with master Shifu, reminding him to let go of the
illusion of control, Shifu insists that there are things he can control! Shifu: I can control when the fruit will fall! Hi-YAAA! He viciously kicks the tree sideways, so the peaches fall around him... and one drop directly on the head. Switch to DesktopMobile Version OF TVTropes is licensed by Creative
Commons 3.0 Unsported license. Rights outside the scope of this license may be thestaff@tvtropes.org. thestaff@tvtropes.org.
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